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Training Students on Specific Tasks 
Thoroughly-trained student employees perform their jobs well, become assets to your 
department, and make your job easier. The time you spend training your students is an 
investment that pays in the long run. 

When training students, keep in mind that tasks you find familiar may be new to them. Consider 
how to break a procedure into explainable steps, as well as how the task fits into the “big 
picture.” 

Preparing to Train 

� Identify the best procedure for performing the task. 

� Analyze the task: identify steps involved, key points, areas of difficulty; define 
performance standards. 

� Prepare the workplace. 

Ten Steps of Training 

� Explain the task to the student, as well as its purpose and how it fits into the “big 
picture.” 

� Find out what the student already knows about the task. 

� Demonstrate and explain the task, step-by-step, at a reasonably slow pace. Identify 
performance standards for the task. (Sometimes a written procedure is helpful.) 

� Emphasize any key points. 

� Demonstrate the task a second time. 

� Ask the student questions about his or her understanding of the task. 

� Allow the student to practice the task. 

� Give frequent, specific, and accurate feedback on the student’s performance of the task. 

� Have the student continue to practice until the task is done according to the standards 
discussed in step 3. 

� Allow the student to do the task independently, but encourage further questions. Check 
the student’s procedure and results periodically, tapering off over time. 
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